30 Jul 2020
**New Eurofleets video out now!**
Have a look at the research vessels and marine equipment that are available to marine researchers through competitive calls.

30 Jul 2020
**EU is preparing a strategy for seaweed**
And the EurOcean Member SUBMARINER Network is supporting this topic on the rise.

28 Jul 2020
**Studying the environmental impacts on a little known habitat**
EurOcean Member IMR shows how aquaculture affects the rather unnoticed maerl beds.

27 Jul 2020
**VLIZ Awards for Marine Sciences: call 2020 launched**
EurOcean Member continues to recognise merit within marine scientists. Deadline is 13 December 2020.

28 Jul 2020
**Crustaceans contaminated with microplastic in the Arctic**
Learn more about various Arctic-related initiatives involving EurOcean's Member CNR.

28 Jul 2020
**CESAM researchers participate in the discovery of 14 new species of marine fungi**
The EurOcean Member's work can potentially lead to new pharmaceuticals.
The next generation at the heart of our ocean’s future
EurOcean Member MI keeps building the most ocean-aware generation ever.

28 Jul 2020
I Live By The Sea Summer School running until 19 August 2020
Do not miss this series of webinars on various topics that contribute to ocean literacy.

27 Jul 2020
Arctic Policy: EU opens consultation on the future approach
Learn how you can support the reflection on the EU's Arctic policy in the face of new challenges and opportunities, including Green Deal.

27 Jul 2020
Atlantic Action Plan 2.0 launched!
Find out all about the revamped maritime strategy elaborated to foster a sustainable Blue Economy and the EU Green Deal.

28 Jul 2020
The 3rd SOA’s Ocean Solutions Accelerator is looking for candidates
Applications are open until 3 August 2020.

23 Jul 2020
Do you know why seagrass meadows are so important?
Discover how the planet’s climate, marine wildlife and environmental balance depend on what lies in the shallows.

28 Jul 2020
Discover MERAKi, an inspiring and reflective water journey
Experience ocean and marine wildlife protection in a new artistic way.

MARINE JOBS
28 Jul 2020
Looking for a new job in marine sciences and technology?
This month we have 42 new offers waiting for you.
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